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Logged behavioral data is a common resource for enhancing the user experience on streaming platforms. In music streaming,

Mehrotra et al. have shown how complementing behavioral data with user intent can help predict and explain user satisfaction.

Do their indings extend to video streaming? Compared to music streaming, video streaming platforms provide relatively

shallow catalogs. Finding the right content demands more active and conscious commitment from users than in the music

streaming setting. Video streaming platforms, in particular, could thus beneit from a better understanding of user intents and

satisfaction level. We replicate Mehrotra et al.’s study from music to video streaming and extend their modeling framework

on two fronts: (i) improved modeling accuracy (random forests), and (ii) interpretability (Bayesian models). Like the original

study, we ind that user intent afects behavior and satisfaction itself, even if to a lesser degree, based on data analysis

and modeling. By proposing a grouping of intents into decisive and explorative categories we highlight a tension: decisive

video streamers are not as keen to interact with the user interface as exploration-seeking ones. Meanwhile, music streamers

explore by listening. In this study, we ind that in video streaming, unsatisied users provide the main signal: intent inluences

satisfaction levels together with behavioral data, depending on our decisive vs. explorative grouping.

CCS Concepts: · Information systems→ Personalization.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Interaction signals; User intents; Session-based Recommendations

1 INTRODUCTION

Personalized content and experiences on music, video, and other types of content platforms, rely on user data as
feedback [39]. Such input often has the form of interaction data on a website or from a dedicated app and is then
used as implicit feedback from the user [53]. For paid-subscription platforms whose longer term goal is retention,
this type of implicit feedback might not be enough [19]. In the short term, retention propensity translates to
some form of satisfaction that is highly subjective, time-varying, and might form a signal hidden in the implicit
feedback data. The literature lists two possible ways to approximate a measure of short-term satisfaction [4]:
(i) seek explicit feedback via surveys (e.g., in-person, in-app, in-email), or (ii) obtain implicit feedback from user
behavior on the website or app (e.g., content consumption, time on site, time on homepage, etc.).

1.1 The importance of intent

Implicit and explicit feedback each have their own strengths and weaknesses [18, 30]. Most weaknesses can
be avoided through careful survey design for explicit feedback and through granular user tracking for implicit
feedback. However, we identify one irreducible weakness: missing context from behavioral data. For example,
someone might watch a few trailers during a session and never play a full movie/episode. This could be interpreted
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as an unsuccessful session. It could also be that the user did not have time to watch the full content and instead
was selecting content for a family watching session later that evening.

One way to retrieve context is to explicitly ask users about their current intents, join that survey data to
behavioral data for each session, and thus introduce context back into implicit behavioral data. Mehrotra et al.
[51] use a survey to retrieve users’ current intent and satisfaction level, before collecting said user’s interaction
signals on a music streaming platform. They then show that satisfaction models are more accurate when intent is
included as a variable. With visualizations and logistic regressions they show that intent together with behavioral
data is more predictive of satisfaction than behavioral data alone.

1.2 From music to video streaming

We are interested in generalizing the lessons in [51] frommusic to video streaming. There are important contextual
diferences between the two types of platforms that make this generalization far from obvious. See Table 1 (top)
for a summary of key diferences.

Table 1. Contrasting music streaming and video streaming (top), and key diferences in experimental setup (botom).

Music [51] Video [this paper]

Content length 3ś5 min 45 minś2 hrs
Catalog size1 > 70 million > 5 thousand
Piracy2 1 pm 7.5 pm

In-app survey design

Intent identiication One-on-one interviews w/12 users User experience specialists
Platform Mobile Browser
Timing Coming back to the homepage On the homepage for 7 seconds
Intent One per session Multiple per session
Survey rate NA3 20%
Response rate 4.5% 3%
Very Satisied users 33% 44%

First, content length is a diference linked to content type and has important behavioral consequences [35].
Second, the music streaming domain has settled around half a dozen actors that each provide about the same
deep catalog of music. But the opposite is happening in video streaming, where a plethora of platforms each
have a few thousand movies and series available at any given time, with little to no content overlap between
platforms [33]. Third, the relative scarcity of content and plurality of paid subscription services encourage a
strong return to piracy in 2019ś2022 [21, 54]. This rise in fragmentation and piracy encourages video streaming
actors to (i) quickly and accurately guide decisive users to the content they had in mind within a shallow catalog
(compared to music), and (ii) provide a customized and seamless user experience for its explorative users looking
for inspiration (via recommendations, personalized newsletters, etc.), in contrast with its illegal video streaming
counterpart. To mirror this situation, we formulate the assumption that there exist two groups of intents, namely
decisive and explorative, and show the essential role they play in video streaming platforms.

1Similar to the average for the EU competition in the video domain [28] and international competition in the music domain [1, 2, 17, 38].
2Average number of accesses to pirate sites per month and per internet user in the EU+UK in 2017ś2020 for the respective video and music

domains [26].
3From the original study we know that 3 million US Spotify iPhone app users were sampled [51]. We could not ind an oicial number on the

US Spotify iPhone app users in 2019.
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We follow Mehrotra et al. [51]’s methodology and adapt it for video streaming, in order to assess whether
intent can indeed bring context back to explicit feedback. We adapt the original study to Videoland,4 a video
streaming platform in The Netherlands with over 1 million users. Two key diferences in our experimental setup
are that we use a browser (instead of a mobile app) and account for multiple intents per session (instead of only
one); see Table 1.
This replicability study follows the ACM deinition (diferent team, diferent experimental setup) [23]. This

study is an attempt at replicating and generalizing a large portion of the experimentation pipeline: we cover data
collection, survey design, data preprocessing, data enrichment, modeling, and interpretation.

1.3 Insights

In this replicability study of [51], we ind that for the most part, the conclusions drawn for the music streaming
domain also hold in the video streaming domain, both on the data analysis and modeling front. In particular, our
contributions in terms of generalization are:

(1) a proposal of typical intents for a video streaming that we divide into explorative and decisive categories;
(2) the in-app survey design for a medium size streaming platform (∼1 million users), which involves some

small sample adjustments; and
(3) in addition to Mehrotra et al.’s frequentist logistic regression model, we test Bayesian multilevel models for

visualization and explanations, along with random forests for improved accuracy.

In addition, our technical contributions to support replicability of work on intent-based satisfaction mod-
eling are: (i) a detailed implementation of the in-app survey design; (ii) code for behavioral data retrieval
from Google Analytics using BigQuery; and (iii) code for satisfaction modeling, all of which is shared at
https://github.com/rtlnl/streaming-intent-model.

2 RELATED WORK

Platforms are able to gather implicit feedback with highly granular logged data and explicit feedback via surveys.
In-app surveys (Section 2.2) are only as granular as the number of questions asked to the user but are valuable
to retrieve hidden signals that are unavailable in logged data (Section 2.1). Even more powerful is the fusion of
explicit and implicit aspects (Section 2.3), in our case to assign intent and satisfaction levels to raw behavioral
data.

2.1 Implicit feedback

In the context of interactive platforms, logged data (time on page, number of pages seen, etc.) has caught the
attention of researchers early on [53]. Recently, the use of implicit feedback such as click through rate (CTR)
[34, 48, 49] or dwell time [37, 67] has been questioned, in favor of the concurrent use of other behavioral metrics
[18, 30, 52]. Wen et al. [66] highlight that, in the music domain, many users click a song but consume only a
fraction of it, before skipping to the next. In the same domain, implicit feedback signals have been classiied into
four categories [51]: temporal (e.g., session length, seconds played), downstream (e.g., number of items played),
surface level (e.g., number of slates that were interacted with), and derivative (e.g., total clicks / number of items
played). Derivative signals are combinations of the other three signals.
Implicit feedback signals are often used as input for, or for the evaluation of, a search or recommendation

model. For example, comparing recommendation predictions with what users actually watched on diferent
metrics and directly relating these metrics to satisfaction levels [65].

4https://www.videoland.com/nl/
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2.2 Explicit feedback

In the case of explicit feedback, the services of a representative sample of a user population are enlisted to obtain
information on a task, such as recommendation accuracy [4]. A survey can help reveal behavioral traits that are not
apparent in the logged data. We argue there are two categories of higher order behavior on streaming platforms:
explorative versus decisive (similar to fetch, ind and explore in the domain of search for video streaming [41]).
Decisive behavior refers to a session where the user already knows what she wants to stream and it is typically
addressed in search [41]. Exploration can be deined as the experience of inding and consuming content that
was previously unknown to the user [25]. In the music streaming domain, surveys have shown that exploration
is a complex time-varying personal need [42], nurtures user retention [8], and deeper social connection [45].
A major drawback of surveys is their inherent response bias: the response rate of satisfaction surveys is low

because users have to deviate from their intent of consuming content in order to provide feedback (our response
rate was 3%, compared to 4.5% in [51], 4.6% at Spotify over emails [25], and 2% at Google for individual item
surveys [15]).
The willingness to participate in a survey is dependent on hidden factors such as time-on-hand, satisfaction

with the platform in the irst place (see the satisfaction distribution in Figure 2 and in [15, 25, 51]), etc. As a
result, datasets collected through surveys have missing-not-at-random (MNAR) data [59]. If data is available on
who was shown the survey but did not respond, MNAR can be corrected for with inverse propensity scoring or
multi-task neural networks [15].
Recently, a new type of item-satisfaction survey emerged, e.g., item recommendation satisfaction surveys

on YouTube with a Likert scale [68]. Also notable is the trend of the not interested button on a recommended
item, which is well entrenched in the search & recommendation domain [13], on platforms such as YouTube [69],
Twitch [62], and TikTok [61], with all three claiming it will help future recommendations. Such item-surveys sufer
even more from response bias and thus motivate a new research ield of sparse user-item pairs and debiasing [15].
A fruitful way to address the two major drawbacks of explicit feedback, response bias and sparsity, is to

complement a user survey with logged interaction data from the same users, as we discuss next.

2.3 Connecting implicit and explicit feedback

Typically, evaluation of recommender systems is either done (i) in small-scale lab studies based on explicit feedback,
(ii) in oline batch experiments with static test collections again based on explicit feedback, or (iii) through
large-scale A/B tests based on implicit feedback. Garcia-Gathright et al. [24] argue for the use of qualitative
research in user behavior to provide insight on implicit feedback metrics as a general methodological principle.

An important way of drawing links between implicit and explicit feedback is via the users’ current intent [16].
For example, Duan and Zhai [19] study the problem of learning query intent representations for product retrieval.
They propose a generative model to discover intent representations from entity search logs and show that
the discovered intent representations can be directly used for improving the accuracy of product search and
recommendation. Similarly, Bhattacharya et al. [5] predict user intent from a user’s task context and combine it
with a frequency-based graphical model to recommend reports to users of a business analytics application.

Recent workshops provide a rich palette of examples of capturing and mining intent from user interactions [7,
50]. Key domains where intent is an important feature for satisfaction prediction include: (i) e-commerce, where,
for example, Su et al. [60] uncover diferent intents, ind that diferent intents lead to diferent interaction
behavior, and try to predict satisfaction from interaction signals, while Hendriksen et al. [32] show that purchase
intent prediction for identiied (as opposed to anonymous) users can dramatically reduce friction; (ii) movie
recommendation, where, for example, Chen et al. [12] capture multiple intents from a (single) user’s sequential
behavior to guide the recommender to provide results that are diversiied based on the intents discovered;
(iii) news search and recommendation, where, for example, Lefortier et al. [43] discover that intents may shift
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dramatically based on real-world events and that user satisfaction may be hurt if the recommender does not
shift with the shifting intents; (iv) search in video streaming platforms, where, for example, Lamkhede and
Das [41] show that search intents are markedly diferent from search intents behind web search queries and
that new challenges arise from the unavailability of an item that a user is keen to watch; (v) point-of-interest
recommendation on maps, where, for example, Omidvar-Tehrani et al. [55] mine implicit intents by iteratively
identifying groups of like-minded users and thereby increase user satisfaction; (vi) car GPS trajectories, where,
for example, Snoswell et al. [58] use reinforcement learning to discover unobserved behavior intents; and, inally,
(vii) advertiser satisfaction prediction, where, for example, Guo et al. [29] jointly model advertiser-side intent and
advertiser satisfaction with attention mechanisms and recurrent neural networks. Other key aspects for which
intent is an important predictor for user satisfaction include search result page organization [44] and ranking
adjustments for diferent (inferred) needs for result diversity [16].

Identifying intents in search and recommendation can be a mix of supervised and unsupervised tasks that can
involve users directly via interviews [51] or research teams internally. In task-oriented dialogue systems, the task
of intent is usually addressed as a supervised learning problem [56]. Finally, Lin et al. [47] discover new intents
based on a catalog of pre-existing human-identiied intents.
In the domain of entertainment, a seminal study at Pinterest found that not only intent was related to

satisfaction, but that ś using a simple logistic regression classiier ś intent can be predicted quickly during a
session [14]. On music streaming platforms, a study by Mehrotra et al. [51] linked satisfaction with intent via a
user survey and behavioral data on a music platform. This study is the most detailed one we found on the topic
of intent-satisfaction modeling. This study’s individual intents and behavioral data signals (such as To play music

in the background or songsPlayed, respectively) raised questions about possible video domain counterparts.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no open dataset for intent-satisfaction modeling and no study of the

efect of intent on satisfaction has been published yet for the video streaming domain. In this work we consider
both implicit and explicit feedback to replicate and generalize [51] from music to video streaming. We generalize
to the video domain by proposing video-speciic intents and a detailed implementation of the survey design. We
replicate models with binarized satisfaction levels as outputs, behavioral data and optionally intent as input, thus
testing whether intent can help to better predict satisfaction levels. We use (hierarchical) logistic regression as in
the original study and further look at random forest models to optimize for accuracy and Bayesian models for
interpretability.

3 REPLICATION SETUP FOR VIDEO STREAMING

Our aim is to verify if on a video streaming platform ś like in the music streaming domain ś behavioral data
coupled with intent predicts satisfaction more accurately than behavioral data alone. To this end, we replicate
the methodology of [51] and adapt it to video streaming. We compare and contrast two speciic music and video
streaming settings, before explaining our replication design choices. We then describe our available data, acquired
via in-app survey and behavioral data on the platform. Finally, we describe our satisfaction prediction model,
with or without intent as input.

3.1 From music streaming to video streaming

For our replicability study we contrast a speciic music streaming platform, Spotify, which provided the context
for [51], and a speciic video streaming platform, Videoland. Spotify is one of the largest music streaming platform
with 180 million paid subscribers and over 70 million tracks. The most salient diferences with Videoland, a
streaming platform in The Netherlands with a little over 1 million users, are listed in Table 1. Videoland has a
few thousand titles (movies, series, TV programs) with a mix of in-house productions, rotating external content,
and live TV (RTL TV channels).

ACM Trans. Recomm. Syst.
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Fig. 1. Videoland homepage with its (personalized) strips.

After a two weeks free trial, Videoland requires users to subscribe to one of three tiers. Both Spotify and
Videoland require users to log in to use their platform on smart TVs, smartphones or computer browsers (and
other devices for Spotify such as smart speakers). This guarantees access to identiiable behavioral data.
At Videoland, behavioral data varies greatly between device types (smart TVs, smartphones or computer

browsers). Like in the replicated paper [51], we focus on a single device type so as to reduce noise. TV is our most
used device but is not suited for surveys, due to the laid-back context and diiculty of typing with a remote. We
chose our second-most-used device: desktop browser (10% of Videoland sessions), instead of TV or smartphone
(as in [51]). We conduct in-app surveys with Usabilla and retrieve behavioral data via Google Analytics and
BigQuery.
To manage both survey and behavioral data privacy, Videoland displays consent banners, uses a consent

management system, and user preferences to allow individual user tracking limits, in accordance with GDPR
regulations [20].
Like in [51], the homepage is the focus of our analysis. As detailed in [57], at Spotify, each strip is either

personalized or editorial and the order of strips is purely personalized for each session, at the time of the study
replicated here. For Videoland, the homepage is where most people land (71% of users, during the survey period)
and it is where the platform puts most efort on guiding the user to their desired content. It is populated with
recommended [31] and editorial content. The homepage provides direct access to a search bar and a genre
catalog at the top, a łcontinue watchingž slate, a few live TV slates, and a mix of editorial and personalized slates
(see Figure 1). The homepage layout (i.e., the strip order) is changed daily by human editors, aided with slate
popularity models (corrected for position bias).

3.2 Survey and experimental design

Mehrotra et al. [51] perform intent surveys in two stages: (i) intent identiication, and (ii) a large-scale in-app
survey. The irst stage is intended as a way to discover intents of users. Mehrotra et al. [51] held in-depth
one-on-one interviews with twelve users on-site. To discover intents on Videoland, we collaborate with our

ACM Trans. Recomm. Syst.
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Table 2. Behavioral variables obtained from trafic data.

Behavioral metric Description

Temporal
timeToFirstTrailer Seconds to the irst trailer played
timeToFirstPlay Seconds to irst content play
sessionLength Session length in seconds

Down-stream
numTrailerPlays Number of trailers played
numPlays Number of full content played

Surface level

nStrips Number of strips seen
nSearches Number of content searches
nSeriesDescr Number of series description pages
nMoviesDescr Number of movies description pages
nAccounts Number of clicks on account icon
nProileClicks Number of clicks on manage proile

nBookmarks Number of bookmarked items

user experience specialists, who have conducted numerous in-app, email, on-phone, and on-site interviews and
surveys on topics surrounding intent. With them, we identiied eight intents in two groups, described in the next
section. In our in-app survey, we allow users to specify other intents that we might have missed in an łothersž
ield (see Section 5.1, for the results).

The second step, the in-app survey, is the core of [51] and of our replicability study. The major choice here is
where and when to show the survey to the user. While replicating the work on a diferent platform, we need to
reconsider this choice below.
When opening the Spotify mobile app, the user does not always land on the homepage. Thus, the reason for

presence on the homepage must not be deliberate. This forced Mehrotra et al. [51] to add an intent łHomepage is
the irst screen shown (i.e., default screen)ž. On the Videoland web app, most users land on the homepage (72% of
users, during the survey period). Another fraction lands on the page of a content item. At Spotify, users switch
back and forth between pages and tend to see the homepage in the middle of the session. On Videoland, most
users start with the homepage, select and watch content, before closing the web app. This diference is strongly
linked to the content type: listening to music can result in a lengthy session with dozens of music plays, whereas
video streaming sessions tend to be dedicated to one movie or one series (thus little interest in returning to the
homepage in the middle of a session).

Mehrotra et al. [51] show the in-app survey whenever a user comes back to the homepage from another page.
While it is desirable to survey users in the middle of a session in order to measure their satisfaction, this particular
setup is not possible at Videoland. One possibility would have been to show the survey in between series episodes,
but this was quickly discarded as being highly intrusive by our user experience researchers. We opt for the next
best approach: showing the survey after having been on the homepage for seven seconds (the mean survival
time of a user on the homepage, whether the user left the platform or clicked on an item). We look at the impact
of that choice in Section 7.
Our survey, and thus the study as a whole, was conducted between November 18, 2021 and January 20, 2022.

For every user logging in, there was a 20% chance of being surveyed. Each user is shown the survey at most once
to avoid pushing the survey several times to the same user (in line with [51]).

ACM Trans. Recomm. Syst.
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Table 3. Possible intents to be selected by survey respondents.

Intent Description

Explorative

new I am looking for something new to watch
genre I am looking for a genre (e.g., action, comedy)
watchlist I want to look at my watchlist
addwatchlist I want to add something to my watchlist

Decisive

continuewatching I want to continue watching a series/ilm where I left of
livetv I want to watch live TV
catch-up I want to catch-up on an episode I missed
speciictitle I am looking for a speciic title

3.3 Data collection

Next, we show the variables gathered at the session-level from two sources, namely interactions on the platform
and an in-app survey.

3.3.1 Behavioral variables. Behavioral variables are obtained on the website at the session level (see Table 2)
and can be grouped into temporal, downstream, and surface level signals (cf. [51]). They refer to, respectively,
time related events, streaming related events, and user interface interaction events. Our behavioral variables are
similar to the replicated study, with the exception of derivative signals [51], which are absent from our study. They
are ratio combinations of other signals and therefore would exhibit high collinearity with some other variables in
a regression model.
Note that we measure sessionLength as the diference between last and irst user interaction. That last user

interaction can be any surface level interaction, but we do not receive a log when a user closes her Videoland
browser tab. Additionally, by default, Google Analytics creates a new session after 30 minutes of inactivity. The
remainder of the implicit feedback signals are exact measures. We complement the behavioral variables with
survey data to reveal user satisfaction and intent.

3.3.2 In-app survey variables. During the in-app survey (after seven seconds spent on the homepage), we ask
two questions.5 Namely,

(1) łHow happy are you with your experience on the homepage today?ž with satisfaction levels of 1 to 5
visualized using smiley faces ( ). In [51], this question was answered on a numeric Likert
scale from 1 to 5. We opted for emojis because our user experience specialists reported better results due to
the more intuitive cues. We then ask

(2) łWhy are you using the homepage today?ž with eight multiple choice answers (see Table 3).

We divide intents into two main groups: decisive and explorative. Decisive users tend to arrive on the platform
knowing what they want to watch. The exploration-seeking group indicates the opposite: the user is expecting
the platform to help them decide what to watch. Mehrotra et al. [51] allow users to choose only one intent. By
letting the user choose one or more intents, we show that a user can have a mixture of intents for the same
session (see Section 5.1). Additionally, we add an łothersž ield, to let users answer with their own words (as in
[51]). Mehrotra et al. [51] analyzed the others ield with a Bayesian non-parametric model (dd-CRP), in order
to extract salient intents from free text. In the results section we report on the lack of signal in that data in our
replicability study. We therefore did not algorithmically extract intents from the łothersž ield.

5See screenshots in Appendix B
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4 REPLICATION OF SATISFACTION MODELS

In this section we describe our replications of the original satisfaction models with and without intent [51], before
describing our own models and the training setup.

4.1 A satisfaction model

Our satisfaction models are exactly aligned with [51]. We start with the simplest possible satisfaction model and
iteratively add complexity. Each session on Videoland is linked to its corresponding survey data and a satisfaction
level � ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, in increasing order of satisfaction. Following [51], we construct binarized satisfaction level
vectors over all surveyed sessions:

yoverall = 1�̂≥4, ysatisied = 1�̂=5, ydissatisied = 1�̂=1, (1)

with 1( ·) an indicator function, allowing for the use of binary satisfaction prediction models and to focus on
diferent user groups.
A logistic regression model [w/o intent].6 The most straightforward regression model can estimate

satisfaction levels y via a logit link:

logit(y) = ��

(

y

1 − y

)

= �0 +
︁

�

� �b� , (2)

with �0 the intercept, {b1; . . . ; b� ; . . . ; b� } the behavioral variables and {�1; . . . ; � � ; . . . ; � � } their respective esti-
mates.
Adding intent [w intent]. The model that we have just described does not include context: a user might

be interested in adding elements to their watchlist for a later viewing session, but does not have time to watch
content. In that case, a low number of minutes seen and a low number of video plays need not be bad indicators.
As a next iteration, context and thus intents can be added as parameters,

logit(y) = �0 +
︁

�

� �b� +
︁

�

��d� , (3)

with {d1; . . . ; d� ; . . . ; d� } intents and {�1; . . . ;�� ; . . . ;�� } their respective estimates.
One regression per intent [catch-up, . . . ]. Alternatively, one could consider itting one model per intent � ,

reverting back to Eq. 2:

logit(y� ) = ��0 +
︁

�

��� b
�
� . (4)

This formulation is insightful to assess satisfaction levels of diferent session groups but ignores possible interaction
efects between intents. It is also problematic in our small sample setting: some intents are only represented by a
few hundred datapoints. This formulation does not measure the relative efect of a certain intent over another.
A global intent model [multiLevel]. We revert back to a single frequentist multilevel model [40], that

measures the efect of each intent as a group level efect, with a random intercept �� :

logit(y) = �� +
︁

�

� �b�

�� ∼ �
(

�� , �
2
�

)

.

(5)

This time, we clearly model a hierarchical structure in the data and can assess group-level (intent-level) marginal
satisfaction efects.7

6In square brackets we include the labels that we use to refer to these models in Table 4.
7Given that this is a general linear mixed model, we have to approximate log-likelihood. We use the reliable adaptive Gauss-Hermite algorithm

that takes the form of a Laplace approximation [36], by setting the integer scalar parameter to 1 [3].
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4.2 Further satisfaction models

To achieve higher accuracy, we use XGBoost, a common implementation of gradient boosting decision trees [10],
with a logistic regression objective. XGBoost is a strong performer on tabular data, even when compared against
recent transformer models adapted to tabular data [6, 27].
For increased model interpretability, we opt for Bayesian satisfaction models with the same speciications as

the frequentist versions above:

logit(y� ) = ��0 +
︁

�

��� b
�
� .

��� ∼ �
(

� � , �
2
�

)

.

(6)

They allow for the estimation of entire marginal posterior distributions and thus more granular interpretability.
We keep to a simple Bayesian logistic regression per intent with with population-level efects only; the focus
is on explanation, rather than building a holistic prediction model. We leave more sophisticated models (e.g.
varying slope and / or intercept, temporal, neural models) for future work on predicting intent online or oline
(see Section 7 on future work).

4.3 Training, evaluation and hyperparameter tuning

We recall the available data: behavioral data, user metadata, and survey data (intent and satisfaction level). The
original study [51] does not compute uncertainty intervals and we did not have access to their training regime, we
thus opted for our own. The data is split into training and test sets in � = 5 folds, in order to provide out-of-sample
estimates [63] and conidence intervals. The intent-speciic models are trained on subsets of the data that contain
each speciic intent and, thus, each has its speciic 5-fold split. For XGBoost we split each training set into a training
and a validation set (with an 80/20% ratio) to tune the hyperparameters: mphmax_depth [3; 10], min_child_weight

[1; 10], subsample [0.5; 1], and colsample_bytree [0.5; 1] (see documentation [11]). Regarding the Bayesian models,
we checked for chain convergence in two ways: (i) visually with chain plots, and (ii) quantitatively with Rhat.8 We
assessed relative goodness-of-it with leave-one-out cross-validation estimation with Pareto Smoothed Importance
Sampling (PSIS) [64]. We evaluate on the same metrics as in [51]: accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score. To
calculate these confusion matrix related metrics, predictions in the [0; 1] range have to be binarized at a certain
threshold. Given the imbalance in the data (see Figure 2), we refrain from using a heuristic 0.5 threshold, and
instead use a threshold-moving technique at inference time, based on the F1 score, to balance precision and recall
for each model and at each Likert-Scale binarization (Overall, Satisied and Unsatisied) [22, p. 53ś55]. This is an
inference-time task and we distinguish it from hyperparameter tuning to be done on validation sets.

5 DATA ANALYSIS REPLICATION

In this section we replicate the data analysis and visualizations from [51] and assess whether the original
conclusions generalize from the music to the video domain. We produce three plots in line with [51], two of
which are focused on survey results. The last plot mixes behavioral and survey data. For comparison purposes,
the visualizations are kept similar to the original study.

5.1 Survey results

The response rate was 3%, with a survey rate of 20% from logged-in users after 7 seconds on the home page, we
ended up with about 3, 350 sessions. 21% of these users responded to the irst (satisfaction) but not to the second
(intent) question and are thus not modelled in Section 6, leaving a total of 2, 632 survey responses in our datasets.

8Code and analysis available at https://github.com/rtlnl/streaming-intent-model
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The most selected intents were continuewatching (see Table 3). On average, users have 2.18 intents per session.
Only 3.6% users added a remark in the łotherž section. We thus decided to read them all. They were for a minor
part bug reports, enunciating an existing intent in the list, some grateful or ungrateful comments, or asking for
content to appear on Videoland. Given the lack of signal on intent in the łothersž section, we decided to leave it
out of this study.
Figure 2 displays the satisfaction levels across all sessions and reveals that most users who answered the

survey are satisied with the platform. This is in line with Mehrotra et al. [51]’s setup, which let users rate their
satisfaction with numbers from 1 to 5 instead of emojis in our case. Also note that quite satisied users (� ≥ 4) are
overrepresented compared to their less satisied neighbors (� < 4). This might be a sign of MNAR in our dataset
(see Section 7 for a discussion on the topic).

0
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1500

1 2 3 4 5

satisfaction

c
o
u
n
t

Fig. 2. Our imbalanced dataset: distribution of Likert-scale satisfaction levels for all surveyed users and across intents.

Next, we look at relationships between satisfaction level and intent (Figure 3). We draw a violin plot as in [51].
From left to right, we notice that decisive users looking for live TV or a speciic title have the most spread out
satisfaction distribution; users who add content to their watchlists have the lowest representation of satisfaction
levels 1 and 2; users who are looking for inspiration via new genres or new titles are the least satisied (i.e., they
have the highest concentration of levels 1, 2 and 3). Following our earlier discussions of rising fragmentation and
piracy in the video streaming domain, it might be necessary to look closely at these unsatisied decisive users
and in particular those looking for a speciic title, for which piracy or an alternative platform is the most natural
substitute. In the following section we further investigate these intents in relation with the interaction data.

Decisive Explorative

catch-up continuewatching livetv specifictitle addwatchlist genre new watchlist
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Fig. 3. Satisfaction levels per intent and by intent group (dot indicates the mean).
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Intent De�nition

Intent 1 Homepage is the �rst screen shown (i.e. default screen)

Intent 2 To quickly access my playlists or saved music

Intent 3 To discover new music to listen to now

Intent 4 To play music that matches my mood or activity

Intent 5 To Find X

Intent 6 To �nd music to play in the background

Intent 7 To save new music or follow new playlists to listen to later

Intent 8 To explore artists or albums more deeply.

(b) On a music streaming platform (table and visualization
taken from [51]).

Fig. 4. Pearson Correlation (×10) plots between intents (x-axis) and behavioral data (y-axis).

5.2 Correlation between survey and behavioral data

We recontextualize the raw behavioral data with users’ revealed intents. The Pearson correlation plot in Figure 4a
conirms a few intuitions. Users who intend to continue watching an episode interact the least with the platform,
but it does not prevent them from watching a lot of content for long periods of time. Users who are looking for
something new to watch interact with a number of features on the platform and watch a lot of trailers. They do
not tend to ind more content to watch than other users (as indicated by the lack of correlation with numPlays
and sessionLength). For comparison, in music streaming, at Spotify, users even tend to play fewer songs for less
time (negative correlations) when they desire łto discover new music to listen to nowž (see Figure 4b).
We note one salient diference with the original interaction plot at Spotify: users whose intent is łto explore

artists or albums more deeplyž comparatively play songs for a longer time and do not have a particularly high
number of interactions with the user interface. In other words, in the music domain, users explore by playing. In

the video domain, users explore by interacting with the platform. The main reason is probably that a song listener
can aford to listen and try out full 10ś15 songs while a user watches a single movie or series episode.
Taking a step back, these disparities highlight the diferences between the blind exploration phase in the

music domain (limited interaction) and the more tedious, active exploration phase in the video domain. Thus, it
seems that the video medium itself calls for exploratory user hand-holding. We emphasize the need to provide a
thoroughly thought out and personalized user experience to a video streamer looking for inspiration, otherwise
the video platform risks loosing the customer to piracy or a competing video streaming platform.
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5.3 Upshot: Music versus video streaming

In replicating [51], we collected data in a completely diferent streaming platform and we adapted the survey
design to our context and needs (the main diferences are recorded in Table 1). We found Mehrotra et al. [51]’s
data analysis to be replicable in several aspects. We observe the same imbalance in satisfaction levels, with levels
4 and 5 overly represented. Satisfaction by intent is less comparable, since we formulated video streaming intents.
Unlike in [51], we ind that two intents clearly have a higher amount of dissatisied users, namely the decisive
users looking to watch livetv or a speciictitle. Overall, Figure 3 and 4a conirm the learnings from [51], namely
that users’ satisfaction level and behavior are diferent depending on their intent.
Like in the original study, our conclusions might be inluenced by response bias. For example, we typically

observe little use of the bookmarking system on the platform. But our survey-behavioral dataset showed an
unusually high number of users adding elements to their watchlist. We assume that users who use the watchlist
are more likely to respond to the survey or maybe even that some users discovered the existence of the watchlist
button after seeing it as an intent option in the survey: the average of 0.03 bookmarks per session for all sessions
during the survey period jumps to 0.09 for our surveyed cohort who made it to the second question and saw the
bookmarking intents.

6 MODEL REPLICATION

We replicate multiple frequentist logistic regression satisfaction models: without intents, with intents, per intent,
and with an intent as a hierarchical level, all as in [51]. Going beyond [51], we additionally report on XGBoost
predictions with and without intents; we then it one Bayesian logistic regression per intent and report on
marginal posterior distributions for each behavioral metric.

6.1 Satisfaction prediction results

Table 4 displays the prediction results with standard deviations using 5-fold test sets. The binarization of intent
plays a predominant role in the results (Overall, Satisied, Unsatisied). For the Overall and Satisied binarizations,
the efect of adding intent to the model is not clear: w/o intent versus either w intent or its random-efects
counterpart multiLevel. The per-intent models do not deliver satisfying results over the global model. We also
ind that, contrary to expectations, XGBoost does not always perform best; we believe that this is due to the
linearity in the data, which is accurately modeled by logistic regression. Turning to classiiying Unsatisied users,
diferences between results are more stark, especially for Accuracy (non-overlapping standard deviations). This
implies that dissatisied users are the ones who deliver the most signals to researchers. Hence, we focus on
dissatisied users. Notably, continuewatching (when a user decisively continues watching a show she started) is
the best performing per-intent model. That is, continuewatching users that are dissatisied have very recognizable
behavior. Finally, for predicting dissatisied users, adding intents to either the plain logistic model (w/o intent) or
the XGBoost model (XGB w/o intent) leads to performance increases. This conirms the important role of intent
in user satisfaction across the music and video domains at least for dissatisied users.

In the following, we analyze intent speciic models in more detail, via their Bayesian counterparts.

6.2 Bayesian marginal posteriors

Figure 5 examines the role of implicit feedback in satisfaction prediction, with intent factored out (given one
model per intent). This igure displays marginal posterior distributions of each behavioral metric, given each
of eight intent models. Note, for example, that one unit increase in the nStrips coeicient corresponds to a one
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Table 4. Replication of [51] with added mean and standard deviation over 5-fold cross-validation for the three binarizations
of the � ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} satisfaction score (outcome variable) and four metrics (accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score).

Accuracy Precision Recall F1

Method Overall (1ŷ≥4)

w/o intent 0.81 ± 0.03 0.81 ± 0.03 1.00 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.02
w intent 0.81 ± 0.03 0.81 ± 0.03 1.00 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.02
multiLevel 0.81 ± 0.03 0.81 ± 0.03 1.00 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.02
XGB w/o intent 0.83 ± 0.03 0.83 ± 0.03 0.99 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.02
XGB w intent 0.82 ± 0.02 0.83 ± 0.02 0.98 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.01

catch-up 0.82 ± 0.04 0.82 ± 0.04 1.00 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.03
continuewatching 0.81 ± 0.03 0.81 ± 0.03 1.00 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.02
livetv 0.79 ± 0.16 0.80 ± 0.14 0.97 ± 0.08 0.87 ± 0.10
speciictitle 0.87 ± 0.22 0.87 ± 0.22 1.00 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.14
addwatchlist 0.95 ± 0.16 1.00 ± 0.00 0.95 ± 0.16 0.97 ± 0.11
genre 0.83 ± 0.32 0.83 ± 0.32 0.90 ± 0.32 0.86 ± 0.31
new 0.74 ± 0.07 0.74 ± 0.07 1.00 ± 0.00 0.85 ± 0.05
watchlist 0.84 ± 0.08 0.84 ± 0.08 1.00 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.05

Satisied (1ŷ=5)

w/o intent 0.46 ± 0.04 0.43 ± 0.04 0.95 ± 0.03 0.59 ± 0.04
w intent 0.47 ± 0.04 0.43 ± 0.04 0.94 ± 0.03 0.59 ± 0.04
multiLevel 0.45 ± 0.04 0.42 ± 0.04 0.96 ± 0.02 0.59 ± 0.04
XGB w/o intent 0.63 ± 0.04 0.53 ± 0.04 0.78 ± 0.07 0.63 ± 0.04
XGB w intent 0.57 ± 0.06 0.49 ± 0.05 0.83 ± 0.10 0.61 ± 0.06

catch-up 0.41 ± 0.07 0.40 ± 0.07 0.97 ± 0.04 0.56 ± 0.08
continuewatching 0.41 ± 0.04 0.40 ± 0.04 0.97 ± 0.02 0.56 ± 0.04
livetv 0.45 ± 0.17 0.44 ± 0.18 0.94 ± 0.12 0.58 ± 0.18
speciictitle 0.60 ± 0.22 0.60 ± 0.22 1.00 ± 0.00 0.73 ± 0.16
addwatchlist 0.55 ± 0.50 0.55 ± 0.50 0.60 ± 0.52 0.57 ± 0.50
genre 0.42 ± 0.29 0.38 ± 0.31 0.70 ± 0.48 0.48 ± 0.36
new 0.41 ± 0.04 0.37 ± 0.05 0.96 ± 0.04 0.53 ± 0.05
watchlist 0.42 ± 0.09 0.40 ± 0.10 0.94 ± 0.06 0.56 ± 0.11

Unsatisied (1ŷ=1)

w/o intent 0.87 ± 0.02 0.16 ± 0.08 0.26 ± 0.13 0.19 ± 0.10
w intent 0.92 ± 0.03 0.28 ± 0.17 0.20 ± 0.15 0.21 ± 0.12
multiLevel 0.87 ± 0.02 0.16 ± 0.08 0.26 ± 0.13 0.19 ± 0.10
XGB w/o intent 0.86 ± 0.03 0.23 ± 0.13 0.38 ± 0.19 0.28 ± 0.15
XGB w intent 0.91 ± 0.03 0.31 ± 0.15 0.40 ± 0.23 0.33 ± 0.16

catch-up 0.83 ± 0.05 0.10 ± 0.11 0.24 ± 0.25 0.13 ± 0.12
continuewatching 0.92 ± 0.03 0.42 ± 0.31 0.19 ± 0.15 0.26 ± 0.20
livetv 0.23 ± 0.11 0.11 ± 0.12 0.50 ± 0.53 0.18 ± 0.20
speciictitle 0.22 ± 0.33 0.03 ± 0.11 0.10 ± 0.32 0.05 ± 0.16
addwatchlist 0.70 ± 0.35 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00
genre 0.33 ± 0.38 0.15 ± 0.34 0.20 ± 0.42 0.17 ± 0.36
new 0.86 ± 0.07 0.14 ± 0.16 0.28 ± 0.32 0.17 ± 0.17
watchlist 0.75 ± 0.07 0.06 ± 0.05 0.32 ± 0.33 0.10 ± 0.09

unit increase in log odds ratios for satisfaction. We kept the three variables with the highest absolute median
posterior draws9 (similarly to the frequentist variable importance analysis in [51]).
Given the small-data context (around 3, 000 observations), we refrain from interpreting exact odds ratios.

Instead, we focus on marginal posterior distributions whose IQR does not overlap with the zero efect line. Overall
for decisive intents, the more a user dwells on diferent pages and interacts with them instead of playing full
videos or trailers, the more their satisfaction is hurt: notably nSearches, nProileClicks, and nBookmarks have
negative coeicients in three out of four decisive intents (see the top row of Figure 5). The conclusions are

9We withdrew divergent draws (Rhat > 1.05) and conirmed they did not prevent other estimates to converge with chain plots. Distributional

outliers shown in the descriptive statistics plots (https://github.com/rtlnl/streaming-intent-model).
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Fig. 5. Marginal efect of behavioral variables on satisfaction; Table 2 provides descriptions of our behavioral variables. One
Bayesian fit per intent (median and IQR in thicker marks, 99.8% of the probability density function in thinner line).

more mixed for explorative users. We see that users who were looking for inspiration via genre pages are rather
dissatisied if they have to do searches instead, but are happy to spend time looking at series descriptions.

6.3 Upshot: Music versus video streaming

We fully re-implemented the predictive models used in [51]. We complemented the original study in three ways:
(i) We dealt with imbalanced data by tuning inference-time thresholds [22] instead of oversampling the dataset
once with SMOTE [9], thus refraining from duplicating datapoints. (ii) We computed uncertainty intervals by
computing out-of-sample estimates on a rotation of ive-fold diferent test sets [63]. (iii) We ran XGBoost and
Bayesian models, for prediction accuracy and interpretability.
The conservative measures (i) and (ii), together with a smaller dataset could be what lead to less noticeable

diferences across models than in the original study. It is also possible that our study expresses a reality, namely
that in the video setting only dissatisied users see their satisfaction vary with their intent. This speaks to the
intuition that users responding with a 1/5 on the satisfaction scale are the ones sending the strongest signal. This
motivates future research with a focus on dissatisied users.

Overall, we could replicate the main inding of [51], namely that at least for unsatisied users intent seems to
impact satisfaction levels.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We have replicated and generalized Mehrotra et al. [51]’s work on intent-based satisfaction modeling, from music
to video streaming. We have replicated the full experimental setup, from data collection ś behavioral data and
enrichment with an in-app survey ś to computations. We provide our code for data preprocessing, visualization
of the interactions between intents, satisfaction and behavioral data in line with the visualizations in [51]. Finally,
we extended the modeling section with XGBoost models as standard tabular data benchmarks and per intent
Bayesian models for interpretability.

10This is probably due to the sampling methodology. In [51], the unsatisied minority class is oversampled; while in the current study, the

data is modelled as is.
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Table 5. Overview of conclusions from Mehrotra et al. [51] compared to the current work. A checkmark indicates that the
conclusion holds in the replicability study

Mehrotra et al. [51] Our work

8 key user intents for music 8 diferent intents for video
No particular grouping Grouped in decisive and explorative

Imbalance in satisfaction levels
For unsatisied users intent impacts satisfaction
2 intents with more dissatisied users
Intent inluences satisfaction levels (albeit to a lesser extent)
Level of satisfaction is not linked to amount of signal
in behavioral data

Unsatisied users are more prone to reveal their intent
via behavioral data10

Intents important when predicting user satisfaction
Diferent interaction signals important across intents
Shared learning across intents improves satisfaction
model

(albeit to a lesser extent)

Users explore by playing Users explore by interacting with the platform.
Blind exploration phase Active exploration phase
Call for using user-level idiosyncrasies Calls for exploratory user hand-holding
Listen łblindly,ž without much interaction Tendency to use the user interface for inspiration

7.1 Findings

Table 5 summarizes our indings in comparison to the replicated study [51]. We have found that in video streaming,
as in music streaming, intent inluences satisfaction levels together with behavioral data, although to a lesser
degree than the original replicated study [51]. The video context also allowed us to draw new conclusions:
(i) Unsatisied users are more prone to reveal their intent via their behavior on the website (see Table 4). (ii) By
introducing a diferentiation between explorative and decisive intents, we highlight the tendency of video
streamers to use the user interface for inspiration (Figure 4a and 5), whereas music streamers listen łblindly,ž
without much interaction on the interface (Figure 4b), thus highlighting the higher relevance of behavioral data
in the video context. (iii) Decisive users are not so keen on using the platform’s personalized features and thus
deserve special attention in the user experience design.

7.2 Broader impact

More broadly, this study reveals that it is possible to replicate a survey across diferent domains, device types
and with smaller sample sizes. We hope this real-world small-sample replicable scenario further encourages
human-scale studies in general and in the academic domain, where respondent recruitment is also prone to
response bias. With regards to intents, two studies (this paper and its replicated counterpart [51]) now show that
it is not enough to look at behavioral data alone to measure user satisfaction. Surveying and later predicting
intents on each streaming platform help to better guide users to their goal or give users new perspectives.

7.3 Limitations

Our small-sample study also comes with its limitations. We surveyed respondents after seven seconds on the
homepage. This means that there is a chance that the survey has inluenced certain behaviors. Regarding response
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bias and MNAR, ideally we would have used the data on users who were shown the survey but did not answer.
For future research we propose to track that data.

7.4 Further models

We focused on predictability (XGBoost) and interpretability (Bayesian intent model). For predictability, there is
little evidence that improvement is possible with more sophisticated models, given the performance of XGBoost in
the tabular data domain even in recent years [6, 27]. If we were to add a time aspect, such as sessions of the same
user across time (i.e. longitudinal tabular data); we would consider a transformer neural network architecture [46].
For interpretability, we could consider itting a single Bayesian model with all intents and variables, given a
bigger sample. If intents are modeled as latent hierarchical efects, the model can be useful for daily user data,
where intent is not available (because no survey was shown). We could thus extend the model to all user data
and predict satisfaction given behavioral data and unobserved intent.

7.5 Looking ahead

As to future work, we hope that this study and the materials that we share encourage researchers working
in other domains to investigate, share insights on user intent and eventually try to predict them, given user
behavior. We compared the setting of short songs versus long videos and revealed disparities related to the
medium itself. This leaves open the efect of intent on platforms focused on longer audio content such as podcasts,
short video content like TikTok, or emerging live streaming platforms like Twitch. Understanding intents and
their groupings (decisive, explorative, and maybe others) on diferent platforms could allow for experiences
tailored to unobservable time-varying user needs as opposed to relying more on direct user feedback (clicks,
scrolls, etc.). Finally, as we pointed out in our discussion of related work, a lot of previous work has highlighted
explorative users; decisive users are somewhat neglected in the literature. Our study highlights the need for
further research into algorithmically balancing the interests of decisive and explorative users.
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APPENDIX

A IMPLEMENTATION RESOURCES

To support replicability of our work, in the video or music streaming domain and beyond, we share11 the
following resources: (i) code for behavioral data retrieval (BigQuery); (ii) code for satisfaction modeling; and (iii) a
detailed implementation of the in-app survey design. We cannot share individual user data, for GDPR compliance.

11https://github.com/rtlnl/streaming-intent-model
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However, to enable others to run our code, we include simulated behavioral and survey data in the repository,
replicating the distributions in our dataset.

Our repository contains the libraries we use, the data preparation steps, visualization code for the plots in this
paper and some additional distribution plots. Finally, the repository contains the modeling code to reproduce our
cross-testing across diferent test sets and chain plots of marginal posterior distributions, to check for collinearity
between sampling of diferent chains and variables.

B SURVEY FORM

Figure 6 shows the survey pop-ups in the original language. See Section 3.3.2 for translations.

(a) Survey pop-up 1 on the botom-right of the Videoland
homepage, ater 7 seconds.

(b) Survey pop-up 2 on the botom-right of the Videoland
homepage, ater 7 seconds.

Fig. 6. Pop-up 2 shows ater łnextž is clicked on pop-up 1. For a translation, see Section 3.3.2.
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